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The purpose of this Graphics Standards Manual is 
to introduce a considered and cohesive visual style 
for all the Pima Foundation internal and external 
communications. 

Following are the graphics standards for the Pima 
Foundation brand identity. The guidelines set 
forth in this booklet are required for all the Pima 
Foundation employees and contractors producing 
communications for the Foundation. 
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Introduction 

What is a brand? A brand is the sensual experience 
of what constitutes the essence of an organization. 
The whole is more than the sum of its parts. This 
also applies to the Pima Foundation communication 
materials: the result is more than the sum of the 
correctly applied guidelines that you can find here. 
This manual supports you with practical guidelines 
and tools; it also provides you with a sense of the 
identity and essence of the Pima Foundation brand. 

This brand is alive, in big and small ways. Whether 
you represent a globally active ad agency that handles 
an international marketing project or just need a few 
images for an “in-house only” presentation, always 
invest a few moments of your time to make sure the 
look and feel of your concept is compatible with the 
essence of the Pima Foundation brand. The following 
sections contain valuable information in regards to 
branding for the Pima Foundation. 
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brandmark is the core asset 
of our brand, and the central 
element in our communications 
system. Through consistent 
and repetitive use as a signature 
device and design element in all 
of our visual communications, 
the brandmark becomes a visual 
shorthand which identifies us 
and symbolically embodies  
its activities, achievements 

and goals. The consistent use 
of  the brandmark is essential. 
Alterations are detrimental to 
the brandmark and thus to the 
Pima Foundation brand. The 
Foundation's brandmark is 
made of two signature elements; 
the Symbol and its companion 
Logotype. Locked together, they 
comprise the total elements of 
the brandmark as a whole. 

Logotype
A logotype is the name phrase of a 
company, product or service in a 
designated typeface(s) that may be 
standard, customized or entirely 
redrawn. The Pima Foundation 
logotype is the result of a thorough 
typographic exploration that 
examined the attributes of 
each letterform as well as the 
relationships between letterforms. 

The Pima Foundation logotype is 
set in Neue Haas Grotesk Bold and 
Adobe Garamond Pro Bold Italic. 
This pairing of fonts are used to 
best express the personality of our 
organization—both institutional 
and yet personal. 

Brandmark File↗ 

Brandmark 
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Symbol

The symbol is a supporting visual element of the  
Pima Foundation identity system. The heavily stylized 
"P" in repetition of six in the round, is an extension of 
the Pima Community College brand. We maintain 
the integrity of their mark and correspond to all their 
rules when applying the mark to any communication 
materials, with specific attention to proper orientation 
noted below. 

In select instances, with limited use, the symbol is 
preferred to represent the Pima Foundation. 

Care should always  
be taken to ensure  
proper orientation  
of the symbol.

Orientation:
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Alumni

The Alumni brandmark is an 
extention of the Pima Foundation 
brand in. Through consistent 
and repetitive use as a signature 
device and design element in all 
of our visual communications, 
the Alumni brandmark becomes a 
visual shorthand which identifies 
us and symbolically embodies  its 
activities, achievements and goals. 

The consistent use of  the Alumni 
brandmark is essential. Alterations 
are detrimental to the brandmark 
and thus to the Pima Foundation 
brand. The Alumni brandmark is 
made of two signature elements; 
the Symbol and its companion 
Logotype. Locked together, they 
comprise the total elements of the 
brandmark as a whole. 
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Logo color 

Standard logo 
For most applications, the standard logo below  
in Pima Foundation Blue on a white background 
should be used. 

Logo - negative white 
For dark colored backgrounds, the logo should 
appear as white, and can also appear on one of the 
other brand colors (Pima Foundation Blue, Gray,  
or black). 

Logo - black 
For bright colored backgrounds or for monochrome 
applications, the all black version of the logo should 
be used.

Standard logo

Logo - negative white Logo - black
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The Pima Foundation logo is available in one 
standard size for print media and two sizes for digital 
media. Use the original digital templates of the Pima 
Foundation logo. For special applications, observe 
the size information in the respective design guideline 
sections.

Minimum size  
Width: 1.5”  
Height: 0.3075"

Standard sizes
Print media 
Width: 1.5”

Digital media 
Width: 200px 
 
Website 
Width: 225px Email / Mobile 
Minimum width: 120px  
 
Smallest size allowable  
for digital media 
Width: 175px 

Pima Community College Foundation
4905C E. Broadway Blvd, Ste 252  
Tucson, Arizona 85709

Logo size 

This example illustrates the 
most common reproduction 
size allowable for the Pima 
Foundation logo.

1.5" inch

This example illustrates the smallest 
size for print media that our 
brandmark should be used.
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2.

5.

3.

6.

1.

4.

7.

The brandmark is designed as an opaque  
symbol and letterforms, to be shown  
freestanding, horizontally, and against a 
solid neutral background.

The brandmark must not be altered or  
distorted in any way. The effectiveness of the 
brandmark depends on consistently correct  
usage as outlined in this manual. Described  
below are some incorrect uses of the Pima  
Foundation brandmark.

1. The brandmark must never be broken by  
a superimposed pattern.

2. The brandmark must never be placed within  
another solid shape, such as a rectangle.

3. The brandmark should never be shown  
in an outlined form.

4. The brandmark should never be shown  
with shadows projected from its form. 

5. The brandmark should never be  
photographically distorted in any way.

6. The brandmark should always be shown  
in solid (never screened back).

7. The brandmark should never be shown on a vertical 
axis. It is designed to rest on its horizontal baseline.

Incorrect usage 
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Clear space
Give the Pima Foundation brandmark enough space 
for a clarity of visual expression. The brandmark is 
surrounded by a clear space. The ideal clear space 
around the brandmark is X, the height of the Symbol. 
The ideal clear space is mandatory for all printed 
matter.

Positioning
As a rule, the brandmark is positioned at the top left 
of the format. This does not apply to some media, 
however. Please observe the design guidelines in the 
respective sections.

Exceptions
Where space constraints would result in a logo that is 
too small, the clear space can be reduced to ½ X. The 
imprintable space on giveaways is often very small. In 
these absolute exceptions, the clear space can be even 
smaller to optimize the logo size  
(example: ballpoint pens).

Positioning 

Below is an example of a giveaway that  
illustrates the smallest reproduction size  
allowable for the Pima Foundation brandmark.

Width: 0.975" inches

Ideal clear space
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The Foundation's text are set in a combination  
of Neue Haas Grotesk and Adobe Garamond  
Pro. Neue Haas Grotesk, a sans-serif face with 
technical appeal, allows us to dynamically design  
our communication materials in combination  
with Adobe Garamond Pro, a serif typeface with 
a more classical, human voice. (This manual is set 
in both Neue Haas Grotesk and body set in Adobe 
Garamond Pro).

For print media, text is generally left aligned  
with ragged right margin. Text is written in  
upper and lower case. All caps is reserved for  
display text and headlines, or where legally or 
grammatically correct.

The following pages of this section explain how  
to use our corporate typeface. If technical reasons 
prevent the use of the Neue Haas Grotesk, for  
instance in digital media, they can be substituted  
with Helvetica. We use Helvetica for e-mails  
and presentations. 

Overview

 The quick 
brown fox  
jumps over 
the lazy       
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Character 
Neue Haas Grotesk (1948) was chosen for being a 
workhorse type family lending itself a sophisticated 
voice, rooted in proven ability to perform. Described 
as a classic, this geometric typeface has a generous 
x-height that allows for legibility at small sizes. 

Usage rights
Our typefaces are subject to copyright provisions. To 
download the font family, you can use Adobe Fonts 
if you have a subscription, or request fonts from the 
Pima Foundation. These typefaces are to be used on all 
Pima Foundation applications. 

Weights
The full set is comprised of eight weights. However, 
Roman and Bold are used predominantly. To obtain 
the Pima Foundation fonts, if you have a subscription 
to Adobe Fonts, please use the following link.

Neue Haas Grotesk ↗  

Typeface:  
Neue Haas Grotesk

Type sizes for all typeface weights 

Titles  Lead text  Body copy  Captions

15–96pt  10–14pt  8 or 10pt  7.0 or 7.5pt

Neue Haas Grotesk Black
Neue Haas Grotesk Bold
Neue Haas Grotesk Medium
Neue Haas Grotesk Roman 
Neue Haas Grotesk Light
Neue Haas Grotesk ExtraLight 
Neue Haas Grotesk Light
Neue Haas Grotesk Ultra Thin

https://fonts.adobe.com/fonts/neue-haas-grotesk
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Character 
Adobe Garamond Pro (1989) was chosen for being a 
modernized implementation of timeless classic. This 
type family lends itself to a more human voice, rooted 
in proven ability to perform. This serifed typeface has a 
beautiful and generous character set that has been used 
for over four hundred years. 

Usage rights
Our typefaces are not subject to copyright provisions. 
Download the font family to use on all Pima 
Foundation applications. 

Weights
The full set is comprised of six weights. However, 
Regular, and Bold (along with italicized versions) are 
used predominantly. To obtain the Pima Foundation 
fonts, if you have a subscription to Adobe Fonts, please 
use the following link.

Adobe Garamond Pro ↗  

Typeface:  
Adobe Garamond Pro

Adobe Garamond Pro Bold
Adobe Garamond Pro Bold Italic
Adobe Garamond Pro Semibold
Adobe Garamond Pro Semibold Italic 
Adobe Garamond Pro Regular
Adobe Garamond Pro Italic

Type sizes for all typeface weights 

Titles  Lead text  Body copy  

48–96pt  12–15pt  9 or 12pt  

https://fonts.adobe.com/fonts/adobe-garamond
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Our typography color is black on a white 
background. For highlighting, emphasis, and 
headlines, you can use one of the brand colors 
(Pima Foundation Blue, Gray, Cyan, Accent 
Orange). Do not use any other colors. 

On colored backgrounds or imagery, use black  
or white typography. Make sure contrast and 
legibility are adequate, especially on busy 
backgrounds.

Common mistakes
1. Non-corporate identity-compliant color selection

2. Insufficient contrast between background  
and typography

3. Image elements can impair the legibility of the text

Typography:  
Color

Headline

Gene et utem restrumquas repediti 
odigentium simagna tectat eosam  
nam, solupta sperchit.

Headline

Gene et utem restrumquas repediti 
odigentium simagna tectat eosam  
nam, solupta sperchit.

Headline

Gene et utem restrumquas repediti 
odigentium simagna tectat eosam  
nam, solupta sperchit.

Headline

Gene et utem restrumquas repediti 
odigentium simagna tectat eosam  
nam, solupta sperchit.

Headline

Gene et utem restrumquas repediti 
odigentium simagna tectat eosam  
nam, solupta sperchit.

Headline

Gene et utem restrumquas repediti 
odigentium simagna tectat eosam  
nam, solupta sperchit.
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Color system

Pima Foundation Blue

Pantone 287 U 

Pantone 287 C 

C:100 M:68 Y:0 K:12 

R:4 G:85 B:148 

Hex: #045594

Orange

Pantone 1645 U 

Pantone 1645 C 

C:0 M:63 Y:75 K:0 

R:255 G:106 B:57 

Hex: #FF6A39

Cyan

Process Cyan 

C:100 M:0 Y:0 K:0 

R:0 G:159 B:223 

Hex: #00AEEF

Gray

Pantone Cool Gray 10 U 

Pantone Cool Gray 10 C 

C:0 M:0 Y:0 K:75 

R:99 G:102 B:106 

Hex: #63666A

Black

Process Black 

C:0 M:0 Y:0 K:100 

R:42 G:42 B:41 

Hex: #2C2A29

White

White 

C:0 M:0 Y:0 K:0 

R:155 G:155 B:155 

Hex: #FFFFFF

Introduction
Colors are memorable, and are an important element 
of our identity. The Pima Foundation brand colors 
are White and Pima Foundation Blue, supported 
by Black, and Gray. To draw attention in specific 
use cases we use Orange or Cyan to accent Pima 
Foundation Blue. White is not just empty space, it  
is a design element. It is used generously and helps  
our brand colors stand out.

Ratios and usage
The brand colors are precisely specified for all media  
and color spaces. Adding tints of each noted color is 
approved in the interest of flexibility. 

Color systems
Color system describes the representation of colors in 
a certain color space. The color system assigns numeric 
or alphanumeric values to the colors. Because different 
color spaces are modeled according to different 
approaches, the parameters of colors must also  
include data on which color system was used. The 
Pima Foundation brand colors (Pima Foundation 
Blue, Black, Gray, Cyan, and Orange) are accurately 
defined within the following color systems: Pantone, 
CMYK, RGB and hexadecimal values.

Primary

Accents
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Application
Imagery is an important component of our visual 
identity. The strongest messages are combinations 
of imagery and text. But images do more than 
communicate content: they contribute to the 
emotional identification with our organization. 

Layout
The format of Images is most often rectangular and 
depends on the design grid of the respective medium.  
Use fewer and larger Images. Other than circles,  
rounded corners or random shapes are not permitted. 

Overview
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Our photography speaks for us and about us. It 
expresses what our organization stands for and  
reflects our values:

1. Compassionate, respectful in dealing with donors, 
administration, faculty, corporate partners, and 
students.

2. Authoritative, responsible, knowledgeable in business 
and conducting ourselves with confidence.

Images are characterized by soft focus, authenticity, 
brightness, that creates a sense of care. They are warm, 
confident, and accessible.

Link to Image Library ↗

Imagery:
Photography
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Our icon system depicts simplified objects, and  
uses flattened perspective that is characterized by the 
following design principles: simplified, reductive, 
geometric, and monochromatic.

Our icons represent the common reference points 
that the Pima Foundation seeks to illustrate (giving, 
donations, relationship building, etc.). Icons may be  
used in print and online. Some of our icons are literal,  
but they can also be metaphorical or symbolic  
in nature. 

Imagery:
Iconography
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Adding a motif to image can be one more element  
that adds continuity to the brand. To add another 
layer to our visual language, the use of the approved 
motifs can add a textural element of interest that is  
on brand to approved images. 

Inspired by the line drawings from architectural  
plans, these motifs of subtle pinstripes, angled pattern 
and more densely populated, all represent shading, 
lines, and arrows seen on a building's architectural 
drawings. 

100%

200%

400%

Imagery:
Motifs



Thank you for 
stewarding our  
brand with care. 
 
If you have any questions or considerations  
for the Pima Foundation brand, please contact 
us at the following email address:

hello@pimafoundation.org 

Follow us
Facebook 
LinkedIn

Instagram
Twitter

mailto:hello@pimafoundation.org
https://www.facebook.com/pimafoundation/
https://www.linkedin.com/company/pimafoundation
https://www.instagram.com/pimafoundation/
https://twitter.com/PimaFoundation
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